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Abstract 

 

Compared with the mathematics education, in this paper we elaborate the origin 

and the current situation of educational mathematics, and we also put forward our 

cognition to educational mathematics from its concrete content and methods. 
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1. The Origin and Current Situation of Educational Mathematics 

 

Mathematics education takes an important place and is highly valuable in 

elementary education, thus in the last 50 years all countries in the world，

especially the developed countries have done substantive researches and practice 

to improve the students' mathematic quality. The United States and some other 

western countries have put forward and put in practice the ideas，such as “new 

mathematics”，“back to basics”, “problem solving”, “constructivism”, which are 

constantly modulating the direction and emphasis of the reform of mathematics 

teaching. However, all these ideas are either based on the cognition that 

mathematics is fundamental and instrumental or based on mathematic teaching 

methods, thus have not acquired distinctive effects. Tracing it to its cause, the 

problem might be that the reform and research tend to emphasize the general 

principles of teaching and ignore the mathematic content itself. 
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The researches mentioned above focus mainly on teaching patterns and 

methods, but pay less attention on the processing and renovation of the 

mathematic content. In the recent 30 years there have been changes that the 

international tendency of the mathematic researches turns from general ideas to 

subject content; from the principle research on philosophy and psychology level 

to the research of teaching and learning methodology highly connected with 

specific mathematic content. 

Since the 1980s, the mathematics education field has been studying the 

importance of pedagogical content teaching in teachers' work. In 1986, Shulman 

put forward the PCK (Pedagogical Content Knowledge) theory, emphasizing the 

importance of pedagogical content in teaching practice, and it has been further 

developed in the recent 30 years. For instance, Margaret et al conducted a 

comparative study on trigonometric function definition, whose result showed that, 

from the angle of definition development, it was hard for students to extend 

beyond the first quadrant with the ratio method teaching, however, such problem 

would not occur with unit circle method, which was definitely more helpful for 

the deeper study of trigonometric function [1]. This shows that researches focusing 

on the influence of mathematic content changes on students have gradually 

acquired more attention.  

Even the PCK theory realizes the importance of pedagogical content in 

teaching activities, it doesn’t pay adequate attention on the possibility and 

importance of the integration and creativity of the mathematic content in teaching 

activities. For instance, the research mentioned above is confined to two defining 

methods of trigonometric function, without exploring other defining methods 

which might be more suitable for the teaching of trigonometric function. 

In 1974, Zhang discovered that area method deducing trigonometric function 

concept and other formulas with area method, which links geometry, triangle and 

algebra can help students' conceptual understanding and increase fun in thinking. 

The area solution method developed by Zhang, which was adapted by the 

secondary mathematic competition, becomes one of the most effective 

problem-solving tools. In 1989, Zhang combined the practice with other teaching 

experience and put forward the concept "educational mathematics" for the first 

time. The idea of educational mathematics is to make mathematics easier for 

education, and its task is to reform mathematic knowledge structure so as to be 

more suitable for teaching and learning. These ideas are approved by a lot of 

front-line teachers. In 2004, Mathematics Education Professional Committee of 

Association of Higher Education was founded and a rising research field came 

into being. 
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As for the work educational mathematics does in junior secondary 

mathematics teaching, Zhang published" Reconstructing Triangle to Make the 

Overall Situation Flexible" and a new definition system of proposed trigonometric 

function. Later Elementary Mathematics Linked by One Line (Science Press, 

2009) was published to elaborate the concrete teaching improvement project. 

Besides the relevant work it does in elementary mathematics, it acquired 

much progress in the field of higher mathematics. Take calculus as an example, 

the first generation calculus founded by Newton and Leibniz developed for over 

130 years under the situation of "hard to explain", while the second generation 

developed by Cauchy and Weierstrass on the foundation of rigorous limit thereom, 

again developed for over 170 years under the situation of "hard to understand". In 

the recent years, Chinese scholars Lin, Zhang et al established the third generation 

calculus straightforwardly from the perspective of ordinary facts instead of using 

“limit or real number” theory, so to make it easy to explain and understand during 

the learning process. 

Recently, Professor Tong in Otterbein University of USA has realized the 

importance of optimization of mathematics content itself in long-term 

mathematics teaching practice and research. He approves of the two-base 

emphasis proposed by Zhang and the educational mathematics ideas by Zhang. 

Besides Tong publishing a series of theses on educational mathematics, he also 

founded in Otterbein University the first graduate class of educational 

mathematics in America. He was embarking on research and practice of 

educational mathematics as well as publishing theses elaborating the ideas of 

educational mathematics, maintaining that mathematics education in America also 

requires to introduce the educational mathematics proposed by Chinese scholars 
[2-4]. 

2. Our Cognition to Educational Mathematics 

 

Next is the discussion of the prominent features and contribution of 

educational mathematics from its concrete content and methods: 

 

I. Developing net-shaped logic and knowledge structure and reinforcing 

students' cognition 

The knowledge structure in mathematic textbooks is provided by textbook 

compilers, who always arrange knowledge items by pedagogy development 

course. However, does such knowledge structure correspond with students' 

cognition? Not necessarily. From the learning psychology, students will match 

new knowledge with previously learned knowledge, the process of assimilation  
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and accommodation. During the learning process, the connection between 

knowledge items are emphasized, that is, the more connections between old and 

new knowledge, the more easily the new knowledge will be received and 

consolidated. 

For the reason mentioned above, in the organizing of knowledge structure, 

the connection and integration among knowledge points should be more 

concerned. Integrating different knowledge points derives relationships form 

different perspectives, for instance, geometry, algebra and triangle knowledge in 

elementary mathematics is shaped in different regions and different historical 

periods, each having its own system, terminology and symbols. These knowledge 

used to be three mathematic courses in elementary mathematics. Later, even they 

were combined into one course named mathematics, they were taught separately 

in different semesters, keeping their own original system. These three subjects are 

dissected into several modules and combined into courses into different terms. 

However, such simple combination does not improve teaching of mathematics [5]. 

Educational mathematics, in this aspect, serves to integrate the knowledge 

points of these three subjects, realizing the linking of knowledge and forming 

network structure specifically by introducing the knowledge of triangle to an 

earlier period, linking most knowledge points of elementary mathematics, 

especially the definitions and theories to simplify and optimize and logic structure 

among knowledge points, in such a way to assist understanding and problem 

solving and reinforce students' cognition. After more than 2 years' preliminary 

teaching experiment, most students are able to obtain favorable performance and 

the expected effects are basically achieved. 

 

II. More common methods, simpler problem-solving process and lower 

knowledge beginnings. 

During the research process of educational mathematics, a series of 

problem-solving instruments and methods are produced and educational software 

based on this principle was developed.  

Zhang et al discovered the regular patterns in solving problem with "area 

method" as well as how to define sine by area etc, further developing Con-edge 

thereom and Con-angle thereom to simplify problem solving process and lowering 

the required beginning knowledge (The examples demonstrate using Con-angle 

thereom and area method to solve proof questions) . 

Example1. In figure 1, assume that in the circle two 

strings AB andCD intersect at point P , prove PDPCPBPA  . 
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Figure1. 

 

Proof. In Figure 1, from Con-edge theorem, we obtain 

BCPB

ADPD

BCPC

ADAP

CBP

APD















.
 

After simplifying, we have 

PB

PD

PC

PA
 , 

that is, 

PDPCPBPA  . 

Example 2. In ABC ，if BA  , then ba  .  

Proof. By the formula of the triangle, we have 

BbcAacS ABC sin
2

1
sin

2

1
 . 

Since BA  , it follows that ba  . 

    Lately, in the field of educational mathematics, other relevant instrumental 

methods such as “vector method” and “partical method”, further facilitating 

problem solving. 

    In the course of educational mathematics research, Zhang et al also 

developed the software Z+Z, called Supersketchpad, suitable for both elementary 

and secondary students and teachers. The software is more than good at making 

charts and calculating, it is also adept in reasoning and automated proving, which 

are all superior to the Geometry's Sketchpad. 

 

    III. Relevant results solve international problems in mechanical proving 

    Zhang summed up the discipline of using area relationship when instructing 

students in solving geometry issues. He proposed point elimination method in 

1992. Cooperating with Zhou and Gao, he established the theorem of automated 

generation of readable proofs of Euclidean equality form readable proofs in 

Geometry. By putting it work in the computer and applying in relevant systems in  
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numerous systems, they solve the international problem of readable proofs in 

mechanical proving field. The problem that the outcomes of educational 

mathematics solves to raise another climax in the field of mechanical proving 

after “Wu Method”. 

    The idea of educational mathematics was put forward 25 years ago, however, 

it already improved and solved many problems in the field of mathematics 

teaching and software as far as the mechanization of mathematics. It also obtains 

favorable effects in practice and application, exhibiting immense utility and 

validity. 

Many problems and challenges are still to be tackled and solved in the field of 

mathematics pedagogy, likewise, in the field of mathematics education, many 

difficult knowledge points in the curriculum are to be simplify and optimize; a lot 

of primordial mathematics knowledge needs modification. There is still a long 

way to go in the field of educational mathematics.  
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